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ABSTR4CT

The ue of nuclear excavation as a construction tech-
nique for producing harbors, canals, highway cuts, and other
large excavations equires a high asurance that the yield
and depth of burst selected for the explosive will produce
the desired configuration within an acceptable degree of
tolerance.

Nuclear excavation technology advanced significantly
during 1968 as a result of the successful execution of
Projects Cabr�olet, Buggy, and Schooner. Until these x-
periments were conducted, the only nuclear data available
for designing large excavations were derived from Sedan
(100 kt in aluvium), Danny Boy 042 kt in basalt), and
Sulky 0090 kt in basalt). pplicable experience has nw
been extended to include two additional rock types: tuff
and porphyritic trachyte, non-homogeneou8 formations with
severe geologic layering, and a nuclear row in hard rock.
The continued development of cratering calculations using
in situ geophysical measurements and high-pressure test data
Fa-veprovided a means for predicting the cratering charac-
teristics of untested materials.

Chemical explosive cratering experiments conducted in
the pre- Gondola series during the past several years have
been directed toward determining the behavior of weak, wet
clay shales. This material is important to nuclear exca-
vation because of potential long-term stability problems
which may affect the cratered slopes.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear excavation as a construction technique for producing
harbors' cansIs, highway cuts, and other large excavations requires
a high aurance that the yield and depth of burst selected for the
explosive will produce the desired configuration within an acceptable

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
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degree of tolerance.

Nuclear excavation technology advanced significantly during 1968
as a result of the successful execution of Projects Cabriolet, Buggy,
and Schooner. Unti I these experiments ere conducted, the only nuclear
data available for designing large excavations were derived from Sedan
(100 kiloton [kt] in alluvium), Danny Boy 042 kt in basalt), and
Sulky 0090 kt in basalt). Applicable experience has now been extended
to include two additional rock types: tuff and porphyritic trachyte,
non-homogeneous formations with severe geologic layering, and a nuclear
row in hard rock. The continued development of cratering calculations
using in situ geophysical measurements and high-pressure test data
have provided a means for predicting the cratering characteristics of
untested materials.

Chemical explosive cratering experiments conducted in the pre-
Gondola series during the past several years have been directed toward
determining the behavior of weak, wet clay shales. This report will
summarize all of the nuclear experiments of importance to the nuclear
excavation program and a selected few chemical explosive (HE) experi-
ments.

CRATERING PHENOMENOLOGY

Crater Formation

Maximum sized craters are formed at a depth of burst in which
two predominant mechanisms combine to physically eject material
above the explosive. These mechanisms are spal I and gas acceleration
or expansion of the cavity gases. Figure I shows pictorially the
history of crater formation. The nuclear explosive on detonation
creates tremendous pressures and temperatures which vaporize the
rock out to a distance of approximately 2m(metes)/ktl/3. At this
point, a spherical pressure wave or shock wave separates from the
firebal I and propagates through the formation, melting, crushing, and
fracturing the rock in sequence as it proceeds to the free surface.
When the compressive wave reaches the free surface, a rarefaction
wave is generated which propagates back toward the cavity. The rare-
faction wave places the rock in tension, starting from the free
surface. Since rock is weak in tension, it breaks and f ies upward
with a velocity that is related to the momentum imparted to it by the
emerging cpressive wave. This first mtion is the spa I mechanism.
During the travel of the shock front to the free surface, the vaporized
gases in the cavity have been expanding and enlarging the cavity. When
the rarefaction wave reaches the spherical ly growing cavity, the cavity
takes the path of least resistance and rapidly expands in the direction
of the free surface. The rock above the cavity is recompacted and given
additional velocity by the expan ing cavity gases. This velocity in-
crease over that due to spall is termed gas acceleration, Both of these
phenomena can be measured in cratering experiments by high-speed
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photography of the ground srfaces The ground surface assumes the
shape of a dome and as it continues to grow, cracks open up through
which the cavity gases may escape to the atmosphere and venting occurs.
Upon general venting, the mound completely dsintegrates, with the rock
fragments given additional velocity and placed in ballistic trajectory.
Material which excapes the crater is called ejecta and forms part of
the crater lip. Other material fal Is bk into the true crater to
form the apparent crater. Apparent crater dimensions are referenced
with respect to the original ground surface and represent the anount
of useful excavation accomplished by the explosion. The crater lip
projects above the original ground surface, and is composed of upthrust
or permanently displaced rock and ejecta.

Figure 2 shows the mound growth of the Calbriclet experiment as
a function of time. Figure 3 is an analysis of the surface velocity of
the same mound (from high-speed photography) which clearly shows the
spall and gas acceleration mechanisms.

Effects of Depth of Burst

The effect of increasing depth of burst on explosive phenomena is
shown in Figure 4 For any explosive yield and medium, there is a
depth of burst or a range of depths at which a maximum-sized crater
will be formed. As the depth of burst is increased beyond that optimum
depth, the craters become smaller until a mound of rubble, rather than
a crater is formed. This rubble mound is called a "retarc." A maximum
amount of rock is broken when a retarc is formed; it is ideally suited
for utilization as a source of rock for aggregate. As the depth of
burst is further increased, the explosive effects become contained. A
cavity is formed by the explosion but there is no violent disruption
of the free surface as in a cratering shot. The fractured rock above
the cavity collapses into the cavity to for a chimney. Collapse
continues out to the extent of the fracture radius where the rock may
have sufficient strength to span the arch, or unti I the volume of the
voids in the bulked chimney rock is equal to the original cavity
volume. In alluvium and other materials which exhibit small increases
or no increase of bulking on collapse, chimneying continues to the free
surface and a cod lapse crater is formed. With no bulking, the volume
of the collapse crater will be equal to the volume of the initial cavity.
Changes in crater dimensions as a function of epth of burst are por-
trayed by cratering curves which are Dresented later.

Scaling

In order to use nuclear explosives as a construction tool, we ust
know crater sizes at explosive yields other than that for which experi-

menta I data are ava; I ab I e .This is accompl ished by determining the appro-

priate scaling law. Dimensional analysis indicates that crater volumes

are proportional to the explosive yield and linear dmensions of the

crater are proportional to the cube root of the explosive yield, if the

effects of gravity are unimportant. This is cube-root scaling. Crater
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dimensions are increased by a factor of two for an eightfold increase
in yield. Cube-root scaling adequately describes the performance of
low-yield high-explosive charges (pounds to hundreds of pounds), but not
at yields higher than about a ton. Crater dimensions in this yield
range are better described as scaling by the 13.4 power of the yield.
Simply stated, this means that yield must be increased by a factor
of 10 to Increase the linear dimensions of the crater by a factor of
two. Dimensional analyses that include the effects of gravity indicate
that for large yields at deep depths of burst, crater dimensions should
scale as the fourth root of the explosive yield. Under this scaling
law, explosive yelds must be increased by a factor of 16 for a twofold
increase In crate, dimensions. No trend toward 1/4-root scaling has
been observed in cratering experiments with yields as large as 100 kt,
as seen in Figure 5. This is a plot of yield versus crater radius from
applicable nuclear cratering experiments compared to calculated curves
using the three scaling factors discussed briefly.

Effects of Rock Type

Differences in the physical properties of the material being
cratered may play a more important role in estimating crater sizes for
nuclear excavation than the scaling law used. The smallest scaled
craters produced to date have been in hard, dry rock and the largest
have been in wet, weak clay shales. Dimensions for craters in desert
alluvium lie between the extremes for hard, dry rock and for weak clay
shale. Non-homogeneous or layered formations are much more difficult
to categorize and analyze. No high-explosives cratering series have
been conducted to determine the effect of layering on crater dimensions.
Three nuclear experiments (Cabriolet, Buggy, and Schooner), were con-
ducted in layered media out of necessity. Of these three, only Buggy
produced dimensions which were significantly smaller than those pre-
dicted on the basis of previous cratering experience in hard rock.

Effects of Explosive Types--Nuclear Explosives and High Explosives

Because of political and economic restraints, the bulk of crater-
Ing data are derived from high-explosives cratering experiments.
Despite differences in the energy sources, cratering curves derived from
high explosives define the nuclear curve sufficiently well to permit the
design of nuclear cratering experiments for confirmation. A major
shortcoming is that the optimum depth of burst for high explosives (HE)
may occur at a scaled depth of burst which is larger than that for
nuclear explosives (NE). This is most important in dry, hard rock
where crater dimensions fal I off very rapidly as the depth of burst
is increased beyond the optimum and make crater size prediction in this
range subject to greatest uncertainty. For a given yield of NE and HE
at the same depth, the spall and gas acceleration velocities fro an
HE source are significantly larger than the velocities from an NE.
This is shown most clearly in Figure 6 hich compares surface
velocities as a function of depth for both NE and HE. The HE curve
is plotted mainly on the basis of 20-ton nitromethane charges in the
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pre-Schooner series. The separation of the NE and HE curves amounts to
a factor of 375 times yield; i.e., If the 20 mass tons of HE were
assumed to be about 75 energy tons, the HE and NE surface velocity
curves would be virtually coincident. A comparison of scaled crater
dimensions near optimum depth of burst does not support this NE-HE
equivalence. It does indicate clearly, however, that If a velocity
threshold between crater and retarc formation exists In hard, dry
rock, it will occur at a much shallower scaled cube root depth of
burst for NE.

RESULTS OF CRATERING EXPERIMENTS

General

An extensive amount of data has been developed and reported on
explosive cratering In about the past 18 years. A summary of projects
or events contributing to cratering technology with primary references
Is shown in Table 1. This report will briefly discuss the most recent
nuclear cratering experiments In hard rock and the HE experiments n
a previously untested rock type, clay shale. In the nuclear excavation
program to date, a total of seven nuclear cratering experiments have
been conducted. These Include Projects Sedan (100 kt), Danny Boy
(0.42 kt), Sulky 009 kt), Palanquin 43 kt), Cabriolet 23 kt),
Schooner 35 kt) and Buggy (row of single 1.1 kt). The last three
were conducted in 1968.

Description and Results of Single-Charge Craters--Nuclear

Sedan

The 100-kt Sedan explosive is the largest explosive charge
detonated to date. It was buried at a depth of 193 m 635 ft In
desert alluvium and detonated on 6 July 1962. A crater with an
apparent radius of 185 m 608 ft) and a depth of 98.5 m 323 ft)
was6produged. 3 The apparent crater volume is aout 5.1 x 106 T 3
(6. x 0 yd and the lip volume 32 x 106 m3 42 x 106 yd ).
Crater lip heights range from 5.5 to 29 m (18 to 95 ft). In com-
parlson to HE dimensions in the same material, the Sedan crater
radius is approximately 10-20% sma ler, but the depth Is about the
same when W/3.4 scaling is us ed.1i

On detonation, a roughly hemispherical dome about 365 m
(1200 ft) in diameter rose to a height of about 90 m 300 ft in
3 seconds before the first venting was seen. The mound continued to
rise until general venting and mound disintegration occurred at
about 40 seconds. The dome height at this time was probably less
than 200 m 660 ft). The initial spall velocities were on the order
of 35 m/sec(115 ft/sec) and the late tme velocities due to gas
acceleration were over 40 m/sec(130 ft/sec). Figure 7 Is a photo-
graph of the Sedan crater.
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Danny Bo

Project Danny Boy, the first nuclear excavation experiment con-
ducted in dry, hard rock, consisted of a 0.42-kt explosive detonated at
a depth of 33.5 m (110 t) on March 1962. The rock is simply
described as a gray, dense, nonvesicular basalt with a density of
2.6 g/cm3. The resultant crater has a radius of 33 m 107 ft) and a
depth of 19 m 62 ft). The volume of the apparent crater is about
27,500 m3 36,000 yd3) and the lip volume 61,000 m3 (80,000 yd3) of
which 42,750 m3 56,000 yd3) is ejecta. A major portion of the lip
height, which averages 73 m 24 ft), is caused by upthrust. Ejecta
on the I i p ranges f rom 2 to I feet w i th an ave rage depth of feet. 22
Within the normal scatter of data, the Danny Boy scaled dimensions are
essentially identical to those produced by high explosives at this
depth of burst.

On detonation, the ground moved at a fairly constant velocity of
about 42 m/sec 138 ft/sec).23 By 16 seconds, the dome had a diameter
of about 250 feet and a height of 200 feet. No venting of hot gases
was ever seen and the mound disintegrated at about 4 seconds with the
ejected material in a free fall status. The initial spall velocities
were so high that a distinct gas acceleration phase was not obvious.
A slight increase in surface velocity to about 47 m/sec at late times
can be interpreted from the meager surface velocity data available,
but the main impact of the expanding cavity gases was to sustain the
initial spall velocities over a long period of 'time. Until 1968, Danny
Boy provided the only basis for predicting nuclear crater sizes in hard
rock. A photograph of the Danny Boy crater is shown in Figure S.

Sulky

Project Sulky was designed to investigate the nature of the
nuclear cratering curve at a scaled depth greater than optimum.
A 0.09-kt explosive was detonated on 18 December 1964, at a depth of
27.4 m 90 ft) in the same basalt formation as Danny Boy. Although
high explosives at this scaled depth of burst would have produced a
crater, Sulky resulted in a rubble mound or retarc. Sulky was a
valuable experiment in that it established a sharp break in the
nuclear cratering curves beyond scaled depths of burst greater than
about 40 m/kti/3.4, or 140 ft/ktl/3,4, and provided information on
the rock-breaking capabi I ties of nuclear explosives for quarrying
applications.

On detonation, the surface mounded in the typical manner, but
the initial spall velocity of 5 ft/sec24 without an ensuing gas
acceleration was insufficient to eject material to form a crater.
Surface layers of rock reached a maximum height of about 00 feet
and landed within an average radius of 24 m 79 ft)16 from surface
ground zero. The lip or mound height avera es 63 m 21 ft),16 and
the mound volume is approximat ely 11,700 ydI. The Sulky retarc is

shown in Figure 9.
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Pa I anqu In

Project Palanquin was executed an 14 Apr! 1965 in a dense, dry
rock Identified as porphyritic trachyte. An explosive with a yield of
4.3 kt was buried at a depth of 85.3 m 280 ft) to produce a retarc for
further study of quarrying applications. However, a stemming failure
of the emplacement hole resulted in the very early venting of hot cavity
gases and an erosional crater was produced. The mechanisms forming
such a crater are vastly di fferent from the mechanics associated with
normal crater formation. Therefore, the crater dimensions from
PalanquIn are not considered valid for comparative purposes and are
not plotted as cratering data. For general inform" tion'25 the resultant
crater has a radius of 36 m 119 ft) a depth of 24 m 79 ft), and a lip
heigh t of 6.5 m 21 ft). The apparent crater has a volume of 35,8 00 m3
(46,800 yd3), and the lip volume is 0,000 m3 131,300 yd3). Potential
appi ications may be found In which the gas-erosional mechanism may
be useful. Figure 10 s a photograph of the Palancufn crater. Shown
on the crater lp Is the casing used in the emplacement hole, which is
believed to be responsible for the early venting.

Cabriolet

The Cabrlolet explosive (yield about 23 kt) was detonated on
26 January 1968 at a depth of 52 m 170 ft)21 in a dense, dry porphyritic
trachyte rock, similar to that at the Palanquin site. A crater was
produced with an apparent radius of 55 m (181 ft) a depth of 36 m
(117 ft) a lip height of 94 m 31 ft), and an ejecta boundary radius
of 202 m 662 ft). The apparent crater volume is 137,645 3
(180,000 yd3) and the lip volume, 184,940 m3 241,890 yd3). The scaled
dimensions of Calbriolet are only sli�lhtly larger than Danny Boy in
radius 142 fl-/ktl/3,4 vs 139 ft/ktl 34), but significantly deeper in
depth 92 ft/ktl/3.4 vs 80 ft/kti/3.4). The Calbriolet scaled depth of
burst was smal er than that for Danny Boy 133 ft/ktI/3_4 vs
142 ft/kti/3.4).

Upon detonation, the ground surface mounded in a normal manner
with venting of hot gases occurring near the center of the mound at
775 msec. The dome was about 25 m (80 ft) above the ground surface
elevation at this time. Upon general venting at I second, material
was ejected to a maximum height of about 460 m (1500 ft) above the
terrain.21 Ground surface velocities were lower than would have been
predicted on the basis of data from Danny Boy and Sulky. This appears
to result from the fact that the rock formation at the Cabrfolet site
was layered with lower-density rock (�2.15 g/cc) existing to a depth
of about 30 m 98 ft) and higher density rock (�2.5 g/cc) extend
Ing from 30 m to the shot point. The initial spa]] velocity of
30 m/sec is smaller than the 42 m/sec seen on Danny Boy, but the
definite gas acceleration phase of Cabriolet increased the final
velocity to about 45 m/sec (see Figure 6 In a homogeneous hard
rock like Buckboard basalt, the Calbriolet spall velocity should have
been about 50 m/sec or 70% higher. Figure 11 is a photograph of
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the Calbriolet crater.

Schooner

The Schooner experiment, with an explosive of 35 5 kt placed
at a depth of 355 feet in a tuff formation, was execute7 on December
1968. A primary purpose of the experiment was to determine the effect
of yield escalation on crater size in hard rock. The Schooner explosive
yield was about 15 times larger than the Calbriolet yield. Preliminary
measurements of the Schooner crater provide the following average
results:26

Apparent radius 130 m 426 ft
Apparent depth 63.4 m 20 ft
Apparent lip height 13.4 m 44 ft
Lip crest radius 147 m 483 ft
Radius of ejecta boundary 538 m 1768 ft
Apparent crater volume 1.74 x 106 m3 2.28 x 106 yd3
Apparent lip volume 2. x 106 m3 2.75 x 106 yd3

The Schooner scaled cratertradi& is significantly larger th�n that
of Calbriolet or Danny Boy (150 f Atl 3 4 vs 142 and 139 ft/ktl/3. ) bt
the scaled depth is less 73 ft/ktl/3.4 vs 92 ad 80 ft/ktl/3.4).

On detonation,27 a peak spall velocity of 55 m/sec (180 fps) was
measured at about 200 msec. A gas acceleration phase increased the
velocity to about 65 m/sec 215 fps), starting at 600-700 msec. The
mound reached a height of 83 m 270 ft) at 173 seconds before obscuring
the surface motion flares. First venting of the dome occurred at
1.75 seconds. At about 20 seconds, the mound erupted volently,
ejecting missiles out to ranges greater than one mile.

The shallow scaled crater depth does not appear to be consistent
with the high mound velocities measured. A plausible explanation stems
from the nature of the geologic structure at the site, which had the net
effect of turning the velocity vectors toward SGZ as much as 15 degrees
away from a radial direction through the shot point.28 This effect may
have caused more material to fall within the crater boundary as fallback.
The velocity vectors on Cabriolet were essentially radial from the shot
point.

The geologic structure at the Schooner site is such that it can be
divided into four primary layers.2) The first layer extending from the
surface to 120 ft is a dry, dense competent welded tuff with an average
density of 2353 g/cc. The second layer extending to 210 feet is very
porous, with a dry density of 1.5 g/cc and an average water content of
8-10% by weight. The third, from 210 t 337 feet, is extremely porous,
with a dry density of 125 g/cc and 20-38% water by weight. The
fourth layer, from 337 to 480 feet is similar to the first. In the
photograph of the Schooner crater (Figure 12) the hard, competent first
rock layer is seen exposed in the upper part of the cratered slope.
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HE Explosives Craters in Clay Shale

Because of the need to explore the cratering characteristics of
a weak, wet-clay shale, the U. S. Army Engineer Nuclear Cratering
Group initiated a series of high-explosives cratering experiments in
1966, called Project pre-Gondola.19 The experiments are being
conducted near Fort Peck, Montana, where the physical properties of
the Bear Paw Shale closely resemble those of the Sabana Shale of
Panama, which occurs along 19 miles of a proposed 50-mile route
across the Isthmus of Panama, for a sea-level canal. In the
pre-Gondola I series, four 20-ton charges of high explosives
[nitromethane (NM)] were detonated at varying depths of burst to
define the cratering curves. A surprising result was that the scaled
dimensions of the pre-Gondola craters are much larger than those in
hard rock or alluvium. Mound velocities, however, are almost
identical to those obtained for a Similar series of experiments,
pre-Schooner 1, in the Buckboard basalt.19 A major factor contrib-
uting to large crater size in the shale when compared to basalt is the
significant difference in unconfined compressive strengths of the rocks--
less than 18 lb/in.2 for shale 19 to about 20,000 lb/in.2 for dense,
dry basalt. Unweathered shale has an average in situ wet density of
2.08 g/cc and a dry density of 74 g/cc, indicating about 20% water
by weight.19 The crater profiles in shale are also quite different
from those in hard rock or alluvium. The average crater slopes in
shales are about 26 degrees while those in hard rock and alluvium are
35 to 37 degrees or much steeper. Actual dimensions of the pre-
Gondola I cratersI9 are:

Charge Depth of burst Apparent radius Apparent depth
'weight

Event (ton) (ft) W (ft) W (ft) W

Charlie 19.6 42.5 12.9 80 24.5 33 10
Bravo 19.4 46.2 14.1 79 23.9 30 9
Alfa 20.4 52.7 16.1 76 23.2 32 9.8
Delta 20.2 56.9 17.3 65 19.8 25 7.7

Comparison of Cratering Curves

The cratering curves for radius and depth shown in Figure 13a
andW13b.compare the dimensions of all single craters summarized here
by /3 4 scaling. For scaling purposes, it has been assumed that
0.78 mass tons of NM = .00 mas stons of TNT31 = .0 energy ton
nuclear = 109 calories. If the ratio of the heats of detonation of
NM and TNT is the only factor used as the basis for a NM-TNT energy
equivalence, then 09 mass tons of NM = 1.00 mass tons of TNT. This
equivalence wi I I increase both the scaled dimensions and the depth
of burst for the NM experiments plotted.
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ROW CRATER EXPERIENCE

Background

Most nuclear excavation applications involve the simultaneous
detonation of multiple explosives placed in a row to form a linear
channel, rather than a circular crater. Many small-scale row
cratering experiments such as pre-Buggy I and 1112,13 with charge
weights up to 1,000 lb have been conducted in alluvium. The purpose
of row-cratering experiments is generally to determine the effect of
variation of spacing on row-crater parameters. In general, the results
from experiments in alluvium indicate that:

1. Spacing between explosives of one single-charge crater
radius will produce a row with a half-width approxi-
mately 10 to 20% larger than the single crater radius.

2. A spacing of about 125 times a single crater radius
produces a row with dimensions approximately equal to
that of a single charge.

3. The lips on the sides of a row crater are 50 to 100%
higher than the lip of a single crater, but the lip
heights off the row ends are very small.

Row-charge cratering experience in hard rock is limited to two experi-
ments, Dugout (HE) and Buggy (NE). On the basis of these results, it
would appear that the conclusions drawn for row cratering in alluvium
will be somewhat similar for hard rock.

Dugout

In June 1964, the Dugout experiment was conducted in basalt on
the Buckboard Mesa, INTS. Five spheres containing 20 tons of nitro-
methane (HE) were detonated simultaneously. The depth of burst was
59 ieet and the spacing 45 feet between charges. Average dimensions
of the linear portion of the crater are shown belw.15

WaHalf width _ 20. m 68.4 ft
2 )

Apparent depth 10.7 m 35.1 ft
Apparent lip height (sides) 7.2 m 23.6 ft
Apparent lip height (ends) 3.0 m 9.9 ft
Apparent crater volume 16.1 x lo3 m3 21 x 103 yd3

A significant result of the Dugout experiment was that the
volume excavated per unit charge is-50% greater than the maximum
volume attainable with a single charge. A volume of 2145 m3 was the
maximum volume of a single 20-ton NM crater (pre-Schooner Alfa on
Buckboard Mesa.14 The linear dimensions of the Dugout crater are
approximately equal to the dimensions expected from 60-ton charges
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(3 times the Dugout yield) near an optimum depth of burst and at a
spacing which produces no enhancement over the single charge. Linear
dimensions of Dugout are shown to scale on the cratering curves in
Figure 13. The charge spacing in the Dugout experiment was much
closer than had been tried in the alluvium row crater experiments
when spacing is defined relative to the depth of burst rather than
to a single crater radius. A close spacing concept of row charges
(where spacing <1.0 depth of burst), as typified by Dugout (spacing
0.76 feet depth of burst) is of particular importance in nuclear
excavation. When the total salvo yield Is restricted due to seismic
limitations, the close spacing concept makes It possible to signifi-
cantly reduce the salvo yield without reducing the channel cross
section. Reduction in salvo yield must be balanced against the
higher cost of a greater number of emplacement holes and explosives
for the same channel length. Another possible advantage of close
spacing is that one nuclear explosive yield can be made to look
like a family of yelds. As the charges are brought closer together,
the ncreased yield per unit length requires that the charges be buried
deeper to remain at the optimum of the single-charge cratering curves.
A number of experiments would be needed to define the proper spacing
and depth of burst to opffmize the volume excavated per unit charge.
In general, thedepths of burst will be greater than those which are
optimum for the single charge, and depending on the enhancement
desired, may be at retarc or greater depth of burst for the individual
charge. Simple vector addition of the mound velocities from adjacent
charges can be used to gain Insight into the proper spacing and depth
required to produce a specified surface velocity, but unfortunately,
peak surface velocities do not relate directly to crater dimensions.

A photograph of the Dugout crater is shown in Figure 14.

fmt

Project Buggyl the first nuclear row-excavation experiment,
was an- Important experiment In that It confirmed the basic concepts of
channel excavation derived from HE experiments at very low yields,
and proved the value of theoretical cratering calculations In predicting
the effects of a nuclear detonation In an untested environment. Five
nuclear explosives, each with a yield of 1.1 kilotons, were detonated
simultaneously on 12 March 1968 in a dry, complex basalt formation
on Chulkar Mesa, NITS. The explosives were burled at a depth of 41.1 m
(135 ft) and spaced 45.7 m (150 ft) apart. A photograph of the Buggy
crater Is shown In Figure 15. The excavated channel has the following
average dimensions:

Apparent crater wdth 77.4 m 254 ft
Apparent crater depth 19.8 m 65 ft
Apparent crater length 260.6 m 855 ft
Apparent lip height (sides) 12.4 m 41 ft
Apparent lip height (ends) 4.37 m 14 ft
Lip crest width 108 m 355 ft
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Apparent crater volume 200 607 m3 262,456 yd3
Apparent )ip volume 322:811 m3 422,205 yd3

The apparent dimensions are significantly smaller than those
which would be predicted on the basis of Danny Boy dimensions in the
Buckboard basalt (radius 10% less; depth 19% less). It is believed
that the mall crater dimensions are due largely to the geologic
conditions existing at the Buggy site. Differences in the cratering
characteristics of the two basalt formations were determined by
cratering calculations (TENSOR code)32 after the depth of burst and
spacing were selected by scaling Danny Boy dimensions. Initially, a
depth and spacing of 150 feet were chosen to represent optimum depth
of burst and 1.0 radius or .0 depth-of-burst spacing. The calculations
indicated that the 150 feet depth of burst was too deep to form an
ejecta crater for a single Buggy explosive. The depth was reduced to
135 feet to insure crater formation, but the emplacement holes had been
constructed and the spacing could not be altered. This circumstance,
fortuitously, led to the finding that spacings between about 1.15 and
1.25 radii (or 1.1 depth of burst) can produce channels in hard rock,
free of noticeable scalloping or severe irregularities. Since no pre-
vious experiments had been conducted on Chukar Mesa, the actual radius
spacing was determined from the average radius at both ends of the
Buggy row. Geologic conditions at the Buggy site varied from one end
of the row to the other. Layers of basalt with different densities and
compressional velocities with resultant impedance mismatch between
layers distinguished the formation. A dominant feature was a competent,
dense, high velocity layer with extended over three charges (A, B, and C)
from a depth of about 30 to 90 feet.

The surface velocities measured on detonation were in good
agreement with those calculated for a single charge. Initial spall
velocities ranged from about 24 to 35 m/sec 79 to 115 ft/sec), depend-
ing on location along the line of charges. A gas acceleration phase
increased these velocities along the entire mound to a peak of 45 m/sec
(148 ft/sec) over Charge B. In the fairly homogeneous Buckboard basalt
at the Buggy scaled depth of burst, the spall velocity would be expected
to be about 50 m/sec 164 ft/sec) and the total peak velocity about
60 m/sec 200 ft/sec). Figure 16 shows preliminary surface motion data
for Buggy along the longitudinal axis.

CONCLUSIONS

Nuclear excavation technology has taken a great stride forward
as a result of a better understanding of the changes generated n the
cratering process by layered rock formations, such as those en-
countered in the Buggy, Calbriolet, and Schooner experiments. Pre-
shot insight into the nature of these changes was made possible by
the use of cratering code calculations which use in situ and labora-
tory test data on rock samples of the formation. Nuclear excavation
projects in untested formations can now be designed with a greater
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assurance that the depth of burst and yield can be specified to provide
the desired structure. For nuclear excavation experiments conducted to
date through the 100-kt level, no trend toward 14 root scaling has
been observed. A comparison of cratering data in three different
materials (dry rock, alluvium, and shale) indicates that differences in
physical properties affect crater dimensions more significantly than
possible differences in yield scaling exponents. The rather small-
scaled dimensions observed in the Buggy row-crater experiment should
not be considered typical for large nuclear excavation projects. The
presence of water at the shot point and in overlying formations, which
is likely to be encountered in most locations away from the Nevada Test
Site, is expected to significantly increase the cratering efficiency of
nuclear explosives.
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Fig. 2 Cabriolet mound development.
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QUESTIONS FOR JOHN TOMAN

1. From Mr. Terrill:

Have the data been evaluated by experienced dam designers to deter-
mine the relative cost and effectiveness of the nuclear techniques
vis-a-vis other techniques? If these are published would you pro-
vide a reference?

ANSWER:

I really can't answer this question in detail. There is currently
a study going on and tat's the Aquarius study with the state of
Arizona and, hopeful ly, there wi I I be detai led cost estimates and
comparisons made on producing dams with nuclear construction methods
:,s opposed to conventional construction methods. That is not avail-
able right now and I m not quite sure what the time frame is for the
completion of that study in Arizona.

2. From James R. Vogt:

What was the rock-water content at shot point for the Schooner event
and what was the contribution of gas acceleration to the mechanism
for this shot?

ANSWER:

The rock formation at the Schooner site was real ly a four-layered
problem. From the surface down to 120 feet, the average density of
the rock was 253 grams per cc and it was a dense, dry, competent
welded tuff formation: Then from 120 to 210 feet, the average
density of the rock was down to 1.5 grams per cc and the water con-
tent in this range was 8 to 10 percent and the rock was very porous
and weak. From 210 feet to 337 feet, the average dry density of the
rock was 1.25 grams per cc and the water content in this region was
20 to 38 percent and it was an extremely porous rock, very weak. And
from 337 feet to 480 feet, and this interval included the shot point,
again we were up to a very dense, competent rock with an average
density of 253 and at the shot point the average water content was
probably on the order of 4 percent, maybe percent. In the code
calculations that were run for the Schooner event, a good portion of
the cavity was in that layer immediately above the competent dense
rock and so the code calculations assumed an average of 10 percent
water in the rock that was affected immediately on detonation.

Moderator: It's the prerogative of the chairman of the session to
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provide a further answer to Dr. Pendleton's question to Mr. Williamson
concerning the question from a long-term contamination point on crater-
ing, can savings in dollars by using nuclear explosives be defended?
I believe the answer to this is yes, as long as we can keep the expo-
sures to people down to the levels that Mr. Terrill was talking about
earlier.
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